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and good morning and welcome to ask the                                         
theologian today                                                                
on this friday remember paul harvey                                             
good morning americans it's friday                                              
and i'm glad you've joined us for ask                                           
the theologian                                                                  
right here in our mountaintop studio in                                         
taos new mexico casual friday ready to                                          
take your                                                                       
theological biblical theological                                                
worldview questions                                                             
let's see what they are what you have on                                        
mind                                                                            
today in mind today always a                                                    
delight to uh uh visit with you                                                 
about that and uh let's just get started                                        
here with                                                                       
bruce's question in green bay                                                   
do you know anything about the epic                                             
times they seem to strive to report in                                          
an                                                                              
unbiased manner that would be epic                                              
wouldn't it                                                                     
uh i see their ads on youtube before                                            
your broadcasts uh first of all let me                                          
start at the                                                                    
back end of that on ads on youtube                                              
uh just uh in case somebody else doesn't                                        
see                                                                             
such wonderful ads                                                              
we have no control over what ads go on                                          
there                                                                           
and at times i have even                                                        
removed the monetization is what it's                                           
called                                                                          
but what i figured out is when you                                              
remove monetization                                                             
it doesn't mean that ads don't play                                             
it just means that we don't get any                                             
money so i decided                                                              
let's go ahead and do monetization we                                           
don't make much money on those uh                                               
anyway uh but little here a little there                                        
it all adds up                                                                  
now those ads are actually based upon                                           
your usage of youtube and probably                                              
google                                                                          
and probably the google home device and                                         
probably what you say in your living                                            
room and what you                                                               
think about and somehow all that works                                          
to                                                                              
send you advertising that they think you                                        
want                                                                            
so just in case some of you are getting                                         
advertisements for                                                              
mascara has nothing to do with us                                               



now all i said by the way yesterday i                                           
got                                                                             
twice i happened to look just to make                                           
sure the broadcast was working right                                            
and twice i got ads from joe biden now i                                        
don't know if they're just trying to                                            
flood the market that's what i                                                  
i assume and so probably they just said                                         
people in new mexico in a certain                                               
age uh we want an advertisement to go                                           
to them so that probably has nothing to                                         
do with what i've been searching it                                             
probably has to do                                                              
with the money the joe biden campaign                                           
has spent by the way                                                            
i decided to click the ad                                                       
just so that the joe biden campaign                                             
would have to pay some money to the                                             
advertiser                                                                      
uh to uh um you know drain the accounts                                         
of the joe biden campaign so i click it                                         
sometimes i do that for                                                         
campaigns that i don't like it just                                             
messes up their number so that's just                                           
kind of fun to do every now and then                                            
now that's not uh                                                               
what uh what you asked is it what you                                           
ask is do i know anything about the epic                                        
times                                                                           
i have to tell you the only thing i know                                        
about the epic times is                                                         
i also saw an ad for the epic times                                             
i went and i read a little bit and i                                            
actually kept the page open for a number                                        
of days thinking                                                                
i might go to subscribe to that that                                            
looks pretty decent                                                             
but i have not really had any more                                              
experience with that                                                            
so if somebody                                                                  
does have information on the epic times                                         
are you                                                                         
a subscriber anybody out there let us                                           
know we'd appreciate the insight i think                                        
it has become                                                                   
so impossible to find                                                           
good unbiased news just somebody who is                                         
reporting the actual                                                            
news and uh if they're reporting                                                
uh people's opinion of the news maybe                                           
they                                                                            
counter that with somebody else's                                               
opinion of the news                                                             
it's not slanted it's not hidden there                                          
used to be a word for it it was called                                          
journalism                                                                      
journalism really doesn't exist anymore                                         
i get so frustrated every now and then                                          
i'll go to                                                                      
fox news or something like that and see                                         
a very rarely                                                                   
on the television but sometimes i'll                                            



you know go to the website and the click                                        
bait they used for                                                              
use for ads it's always something like                                          
uh                                                                              
you know you won't believe what this                                            
politician said                                                                 
uh republican i saw this one the other                                          
day                                                                             
republican national committee selects                                           
this city                                                                       
well you can fit                                                                
jacksonville you can fit it in there                                            
you don't have to say this city that is                                         
pure click bait and it's manipulative                                           
and it                                                                          
it makes me upset i don't even want to                                          
click those                                                                     
i just said well i guess i'll figure out                                        
some other time what                                                            
city because somebody is willing to give                                        
a responsible headline                                                          
that actually says what the story is                                            
about                                                                           
instead of you are our little minion and                                        
we're going to manipulate you to you                                            
click click click click click                                                   
so does the epic times do that uh that                                          
would uh be                                                                     
interesting uh to know let's just uh                                            
quickly here                                                                    
uh go to the epic times uh                                                      
website and see                                                                 
well we can let's let's take a little uh                                        
browse here oh manipulating america i                                           
want i wonder if it's about clickbait                                           
uh let's uh see what we've got here                                             
chinese soldiers use                                                            
nail studded rods to kill indian                                                
soldiers including                                                              
military now i think fox news would have                                        
said                                                                            
uh chinese soldiers do this                                                     
to kill indians                                                                 
would have said something like that top                                         
news programming alert special report                                           
exposes how                                                                     
the ccp is manipulating america                                                 
klobuchar pulls back                                                            
from consideration as uh biden's running                                        
mate                                                                            
trump says mail-in voting is the biggest                                        
threat to re uh to re-election                                                  
vandals toppled george washington's                                             
statue in portland                                                              
boy maybe we should just use this as a                                          
we don't even have to read the articles                                         
we'll just use this as a theological                                            
insomniac                                                                       
this is what we talk about the things on                                        
here because so much i'd like to say                                            
about this                                                                      
tulsa mayor declares civil emergency                                            



ahead of trump campaign                                                         
rally that                                                                      
you know i haven't read the article                                             
clearly uh                                                                      
that almost sounds like the way they                                            
worded                                                                          
that headline i i'm a little torn on                                            
this one because                                                                
that sounds like uh                                                             
it is the facts i'm sure that's what the                                        
tulsa mayor has done is declared a civil                                        
emergency                                                                       
now i suppose when you read the article                                         
he declared a civil emergency because                                           
uh there are a million people who want                                          
to get in one little building                                                   
and donald trump is going to be in that                                         
little building                                                                 
and uh there's a lot of people who do                                           
not like donald trump                                                           
and so they have to take the emergency                                          
measures in order to provide the kind of                                        
protection                                                                      
for all those good trump supporters in                                          
tulsa                                                                           
and uh like charles maybe and                                                   
uh have to have to put all that so the                                          
only thing that                                                                 
that uh headline right there tulsa mayor                                        
declares civil emergency                                                        
because that sounds you know you could                                          
say                                                                             
you could make that sound like the tulsa                                        
mayor thinks it's an emergency that                                             
trumps come                                                                     
somebody might read it in that way i                                            
might if i was the journalist i might                                           
have tried to find a neutral way to say                                         
that                                                                            
uh tulsa mayor takes uh                                                         
protectionary steps something of that uh                                        
nature                                                                          
ah twenty two hundred thousand copies of                                        
bolton's book already shipped to                                                
booksellers                                                                     
um                                                                              
book sellers might not sell 200                                                 
000 copies by the way almost no                                                 
bookstore will                                                                  
will buy a book without return                                                  
privileges be interesting to look at now                                        
i said i wasn't going to comment on all                                         
that and then i                                                                 
went ahead and commented but there we go                                        
dr fouchy warns                                                                 
nobody's listening to me anymore please                                         
please listen to me i'll talk about                                             
football                                                                        
uh yeah i know i think uh i think the                                           
epic times is                                                                   
worth looking into i'm gonna look into                                          
it you look into it                                                             



uh oh now okay                                                                  
bob does say epic times ads are                                                 
irritating hey look at this                                                     
uh that may very well be true i've                                              
noticed this with a lot of                                                      
uh um                                                                           
more conservative news outlets                                                  
with that i tell you what i happen to                                           
have open chrome on there and i normally                                        
use brave                                                                       
uh let's uh compare the two                                                     
ah yeah here we go so uh here is in                                             
chrome                                                                          
and notice manipulating america                                                 
exclusive infographs let's see if we                                            
come over here to brave                                                         
all that manipulating america thing is                                          
gone the infographs is still there                                              
let's uh click on the main article                                              
okay here is in chrome we've got an                                             
advertisement on the top we've got                                              
uh okay that that advertisement on the                                          
top seemed to                                                                   
uh scroll with us it doesn't let's see                                          
uh okay continue for free so this is a                                          
subscription-based uh                                                           
issue let's come over here to brave                                             
and click there yeah much                                                       
cleaner page you've got the forums                                              
you've got                                                                      
uh this is all controlled by the website                                        
itself                                                                          
uh but it takes out this monthly uh                                             
trial gift uh you do have                                                       
uh that cleans it up uh to a degree                                             
when you do that i kind of like the way                                         
brave goes through and says                                                     
advertisement let's get rid of it so                                            
the brave browser might be a way to get                                         
rid of                                                                          
irritating ads good question i'm gonna                                          
look more                                                                       
into the epic times uh and uh see                                               
what the epic times has to say                                                  
thank you bruce i appreciate it uh                                              
and let's go to uh                                                              
cambodia dr tom good to see you on this                                         
late in the night uh saturday morning i                                         
don't know what time it is over there                                           
but uh welcome he says i was studying                                           
first peter chapter 5                                                           
verses 6 through 11 especially verse 6                                          
regarding the phrase the god of all                                             
grace can you please explain                                                    
first peter chapter 5 verses 7 through                                          
10.                                                                             
um maybe i can give some insight                                                
we'll see if i can explain it and the                                           
reason i say maybe                                                              
is because i am much more                                                       
an expert if you want to use that word                                          
i'm much more an expert                                                         



with uh pauline                                                                 
writings than i am these uh hebrew                                              
epistles like first and second peter                                            
james jude those are on my radar to                                             
get to some day i've got speculations                                           
about those                                                                     
i think that just like jesus romans 15                                          
8 was a minister of the circumcision or                                         
to the circumcision                                                             
confirming the promises uh the of the                                           
fathers                                                                         
to the jewish people i paraphrase that                                          
just slightly romans 15                                                         
8 just like jesus was a minister of the                                         
circumcision                                                                    
so was peter therefore we need to read                                          
what peter says in light of the fact                                            
that he is                                                                      
writing to the jewish people as                                                 
a minister of the circumcision now                                              
with that first peter chapter 5                                                 
verses uh seven through ten and                                                 
uh uh let's see uh                                                              
he says i was uh let's see especially uh                                        
he was he's been studying the                                                   
the phrase the grace of uh                                                      
of god let's see humble yourselves under                                        
the mighty hand of god                                                          
that he may exalt you um                                                        
i am not seeing am i in the wrong verse                                         
let's see                                                                       
uh first peter 5 verse                                                          
6 especially verse 6 regarding the                                              
god of all grace                                                                
and                                                                             
um                                                                              
pardon me well uh that's in verse 10                                            
okay there i was confused okay                                                  
um so here we go                                                                
now i know i'm in the right place sorry                                         
about that uh little delay this is where                                        
i wish i had a little button to say                                             
now let's move to the advertisement and                                         
i'll be right back and then i could                                             
study real hard and come back and look                                          
like oh my goodness he's so                                                     
brilliant but instead since i have no                                           
ads                                                                             
from sleepy joe you just have to put up                                         
with me thinking there for a moment                                             
so here we go first peter chapter                                               
five beginning in verse seven                                                   
right hand of your screen casting all                                           
your care                                                                       
upon him for he careth for you in the                                           
middle of a sentence so let's back up                                           
just a little bit humble yourselves                                             
therefore                                                                       
under the mighty hand of god that he may                                        
exalt you                                                                       
in due time casting all your care now                                           
these we have the plural uh but                                                 



let's uh see here uh                                                            
casting is in the plural                                                        
your care is in the                                                             
singular now what does that mean                                                
casting your care upon him all your                                             
care um                                                                         
my my position which i haven't uh                                               
found anything that uh                                                          
destroys this position in it yet                                                
as i question the assumptions but my                                            
position is                                                                     
when you have the plural that is you                                            
ye it's speaking to a group                                                     
there are times when it's speaking to                                           
the individuals                                                                 
within the group here however                                                   
and the way you know that is it uses the                                        
plural                                                                          
you but then it comes to the singular                                           
noun for example now uh                                                         
here it uses the plural pronoun                                                 
and the singular noun let me show you                                           
what i mean                                                                     
casting uh at the bottom of the screen                                          
this is the verb uh this is                                                     
the uh the plural that is given here uh                                         
casting all your care                                                           
is singular now i think i said that                                             
backwards just a moment ago                                                     
casting your care that is                                                       
the group has one                                                               
care not                                                                        
uh rick has a care and tom has a care                                           
and nathan has a care and keith has a                                           
care and bob has a care and randy has a                                         
care                                                                            
in which case it would have said casting                                        
your cares                                                                      
individually i want you in the group                                            
to cast your cares                                                              
individually upon him but he wants the                                          
entire                                                                          
group to cast their singular                                                    
care upon him now again                                                         
somebody could try to disprove that                                             
using grammar but i found that                                                  
principle that when the singular is used                                        
with the plural                                                                 
that is the plural pronoun the singular                                         
noun verb                                                                       
depending on how it's built in this case                                        
and now in your care                                                            
then that is a group thing let me give                                          
you another example                                                             
ye are the temple ye                                                            
plural are the temple singular                                                  
not that rick tom                                                               
bob stephen and randy you are each                                              
temples ye are the temples                                                      
of god ye are the temple together                                               
collectively so i think what we've got                                          
here                                                                            



is that he is telling this nation again                                         
to humble yourselves a national                                                 
um um                                                                           
uh encouragement here uh or a national                                          
command humble yourselves therefore                                             
under the mighty hand of god that he may                                        
exalt                                                                           
you the nation not you tom but you the                                          
nation                                                                          
casting nation all your                                                         
care upon him for he careth                                                     
for you the nation now again                                                    
i think almost exclusively when i've                                            
preached this before                                                            
back in my former evangelical days and                                          
my nazbe stained fingers                                                        
i would have always preached it just                                            
like i suppose every preacher                                                   
i've ever heard does with it and that is                                        
uh what an encouraging scripture the                                            
lord                                                                            
wants each one of us to cast our cares                                          
upon him because he cares for stephen                                           
and bob                                                                         
and tom and rick and randy and each one                                         
of you go and cast your cares now                                               
it may be true that that's what we                                              
should do and it may be true                                                    
that uh he certainly cares for us but                                           
this is something he's saying to the                                            
nation and so if we take                                                        
what may be true but it's not actually                                          
there we                                                                        
miss totally what's actually there so                                           
here's this                                                                     
instruction or this command that goes to                                        
the nation cast your national care upon                                         
him                                                                             
for he careth for you be                                                        
sober now again uh                                                              
you you can't uh see that so much in                                            
english but if you look down at the                                             
bottom of the screen you notice this is                                         
a verb arrest active imperative second                                          
person plural                                                                   
you ye you the nation                                                           
plural be sober uh nation                                                       
be sober nation be vigilant uh because                                          
your national adversary the devil is a                                          
roaring lion                                                                    
walketh about seeking uh                                                        
whom now here's a singular the devil                                            
walks about seeking individuals and so                                          
the nation                                                                      
needs to be uh on the on the uh they                                            
need to be uh                                                                   
uh vigilant uh whom resist                                                      
now here uh it is the plural                                                    
so nation resist the devil                                                      
uh resist steadfast in                                                          
the faith uh again                                                              
we have what we would expect the nation                                         



is is plural steadfast                                                          
in the singular faith knowing                                                   
that the same affections are                                                    
accomplished in your brethren                                                   
that are in the world a national thing                                          
and uh the the jews spread around the                                           
world basically is what we've got                                               
but the god of all grace                                                        
who hath called us                                                              
the nation into his eternal                                                     
glory by christ jesus after that ye have                                        
suffered a while make you                                                       
the nation perfect establish                                                    
strengthen settle you                                                           
now i think uh dr tom i think i                                                 
recognize the the reason that you've                                            
struggled with that especially there in                                         
verse 10 the god of all grace who's                                             
called us                                                                       
that sounds just that part there again                                          
in verse 10 but the god of all grace who                                        
hath called us into eternal glory                                               
sounds like me and you                                                          
he called us this is the way we read it                                         
this is the way we interpret                                                    
it he called us in fact                                                         
i think we interpret it this way but the                                        
god of all grace who hath called me                                             
unto his eternal glory by christ jesus                                          
after that i have suffered a while will                                         
make me perfect establish strengthen and                                        
settle me                                                                       
and and then you get in to say that                                             
doesn't sound pauline                                                           
that sounds like there's uh suffering                                           
coming i don't know why it sounds like                                          
that                                                                            
maybe it sounds like that because that's                                        
what it says so                                                                 
so clearly right there isn't it and so                                          
when we are trying to apply that to                                             
randy in the age of grace                                                       
we get a a works-based or a                                                     
based kind of uh                                                                
establishment strengthening it comes                                            
through                                                                         
suffering and doom and gloom and agony                                          
on me                                                                           
now if you put this understanding                                               
our our prerequisite was that we                                                
understand                                                                      
peter is a minister to the circumcision                                         
confirming the promises to the fathers                                          
because he is                                                                   
uh taking the place of christ if you                                            
will uh                                                                         
as the one with the keys to the kingdom                                         
so that's peter's ministry                                                      
that's what we're going to expect then                                          
we read the passage expecting that                                              
and because of that we uh we were not                                           
looking for some application for                                                



ourselves                                                                       
rather we were looking to see how in the                                        
world is jesus going to do that                                                 
uh excuse me uh yeah how in the world is                                        
this passage                                                                    
is peter going to express the way that                                          
god is                                                                          
going to confirm the promises to the                                            
father and minister to the circumcision                                         
and so we see                                                                   
this national word that fits with peter                                         
who had a national gospel                                                       
and then he comes and says the god of                                           
all grace who hath called us                                                    
into eternal glory by jesus christ now                                          
that that uh can be a be a tiny bit                                             
similar because                                                                 
we are in jesus christ there's some                                             
eternal glory for us                                                            
but that the scripture doesn't speak                                            
about that and uh                                                               
that really very much uh fits                                                   
the uh the the national uh                                                      
picture there that is given of god                                              
calling the nation of israel                                                    
uh in who is the god of all grace and                                           
what he did                                                                     
certainly with the nation of israel was                                         
is will be gracious                                                             
uh so the god of all grace who hath                                             
called this nation                                                              
into eternal glory by christ jesus after                                        
that ye the nation have                                                         
suffered a while will make you perfect                                          
that is uh peter very much understood                                           
especially at this time very much                                               
understood                                                                      
that there was a time of suffering                                              
coming                                                                          
that's for the nation of israel and                                             
after the nation suffers a little while                                         
then the god of all grace                                                       
will make the nation perfect establish                                          
strengthen settle that nation to him be                                         
glory                                                                           
and dominion forever and ever amen                                              
amazing how uh different                                                        
a passage like that looks when you look                                         
at it from                                                                      
a rightly dividing perspective thanks                                           
for bringing that up i                                                          
enjoyed looking at that uh passage of                                           
scripture i might not so much enjoy                                             
pastor rick's uh question um                                                    
because it's one of these hard ones i've                                        
dealt with some of these before                                                 
and i always struggle a little bit so                                           
there it is out in fresno california how                                        
do you explain the aids of                                                      
age of jehoiachin from second chronicles                                        
chapter 36 verse 9                                                              
and 2nd kings chapter 24                                                        



verse 8. let's look at second chronicles                                        
36                                                                              
9 first of all where it says jehoiachin                                         
was                                                                             
eight years old when he began to reign                                          
and he reigned three months and ten days                                        
and he did that which was evil in the                                           
sight of the lord now                                                           
uh let's then go to                                                             
second kings 24 verse 8.                                                        
jehoiah chin was 18 years old when he                                           
began to reign and he reigned in                                                
jerusalem three months and his mother's                                         
name was                                                                        
they called her miss in uh the daughter                                         
of mr e of jerusalem                                                            
a little footnote here uh yes uh we                                             
spoke about him last night jehoiah chin                                         
uh jaco nayakunaya the same guy                                                 
so here we've got 18 years old and we've                                        
got                                                                             
eight years old uh                                                              
now let's uh look                                                               
uh and the                                                                      
footnote in the king james does say                                             
compare                                                                         
second corinthians 24 8 that's what                                             
we've got                                                                       
it also brings up a an apocryphal book                                          
and let's see what it says jehoiakim                                            
his son raided his stead and he was made                                        
king being 18 years old uh                                                      
i don't know if that uh reference was                                           
given because now we've got two versus                                          
one                                                                             
therefore it's 18. uh                                                           
let's look uh in                                                                
the youngs it does say eight just to see                                        
if there's a textual issue here                                                 
and on the left side of your screen it                                          
says 8 and 18.                                                                  
okay so that uh doesn't                                                         
uh help us i think it is an underlying                                          
textual issue but                                                               
let's uh look at it here and                                                    
let's go to second chronicles 36                                                
verse 9 we're going to check                                                    
the companion bible and see what                                                
bollinger has to say                                                            
now let me say that this is one area                                            
in which i want to see what bollinger                                           
has to say but i don't always agree with                                        
what bollinger has to say when it comes                                         
to                                                                              
various textual issues i think bollinger                                        
was a little too quick                                                          
to say ah let's go with this text and                                           
not not that text                                                               
that was probably being a product of his                                        
times late 1800s into the early 1900s                                           
which was uh the age of textual                                                 
criticism but let's go ahead and see                                            



what he has to say                                                              
uh jehoiah chen this is the second                                              
chronicles passage                                                              
uh he uh tells us konaya and                                                    
jekynaya let's see eight years some                                             
codices uh that is                                                              
manuscripts with the septuagint                                                 
and the syriac read eight                                                       
but second kings reads                                                          
18. excuse me the 18                                                            
must include his co-regency                                                     
the eight to his reigning alone                                                 
this practice was common in israel and                                          
in judah                                                                        
as well as the ancient contemporary                                             
kingdoms                                                                        
okay i'm i'm glad that uh                                                       
he did not go with a textual uh                                                 
issue here he mentioned some text but                                           
basically he said the eight is correct                                          
uh let me uh go back there on the left                                          
side of your screen to                                                          
show some codices manuscripts                                                   
with the septuagint and the ceriac now                                          
the septuagint                                                                  
is a greek translation as you know                                              
and the syriac is an african syrian uh                                          
excuse me not african uh syrian uh                                              
language a translation li later the                                             
syriac                                                                          
uh tends not to be uh it's a it's                                               
it's even sometimes a translation of a                                          
translation it's not anything you're                                            
going to want to go on so basically what                                        
he says is                                                                      
yeah there are some out there that                                              
change this to 18 but don't do it                                               
uh why don't do it you can't have 8 and                                         
18                                                                              
are not the same so what he explains                                            
then again is that this 18                                                      
includes the co-regency and the 8 to his                                        
reigning alone uh let's see                                                     
he was 18 when                                                                  
he began to reign                                                               
uh now let's                                                                    
uh look at                                                                      
that that's the king's passage he was 18                                        
when he began to reign                                                          
uh and he was eight when he began to ah                                         
notice the word was right there inserted                                        
can eight years um                                                              
i don't know                                                                    
he let's go ahead and we're gonna pull                                          
up the hebrew                                                                   
interlinear uh                                                                  
you've got to be a little more of a                                             
hebrew expert than i am to                                                      
do very well on this but uh                                                     
he was a son of eight                                                           
years uh                                                                        
i think uh jehoiakim becoming king                                              



uh i think that bollinger's probably got                                        
a                                                                               
pretty good uh idea to go with                                                  
that there does appear and i don't know                                         
again                                                                           
pardon my uh lack of knowledge of hebrew                                        
i'll work on that for next week                                                 
uh but i                                                                        
think that there probably is this issue                                         
here of                                                                         
how long he reigned rather than his age                                         
probably starting at 18                                                         
and reigned a period as a co-regency                                            
and that he was eight now hebrew has                                            
this little different way of speaking                                           
i know that you know latin languages uh                                         
like spanish portuguese and whatnot                                             
uh will say of a person uh                                                      
well there's randy white he has 55 years                                        
now we would never say that in english                                          
uh we would say                                                                 
he is 55 years old now the hebrew does                                          
some of this kind of the the                                                    
the terminology is a little different so                                        
we may have                                                                     
translated it he was eight years old but                                        
what it says is                                                                 
he has eight years well he has eight                                            
years where                                                                     
eight years of rain now i think there's                                         
a possibility there                                                             
now one thing and we won't do this                                              
completely online but i will                                                    
show you uh a a good place to go                                                
and that is if it was me                                                        
i would uh go to uh                                                             
chabad.org that's c-h-a-b-a-d                                                   
uh c-h-a-b-a-d dot org                                                          
and i probably                                                                  
would just look up these passages here                                          
right in the search box second                                                  
kings 24. 8 and let it do a little bit                                          
of search                                                                       
and see if it brings anything up                                                
how old there's an article right there                                          
how old was jehoiachin                                                          
now uh here it speaks to the issue                                              
now before we get into that article let                                         
me say we'll go ahead and get into                                              
the article just a little bit uh but one                                        
of the reasons i go there                                                       
when it is old testament textual issues                                         
i know there are                                                                
thousands of years of rabbinical study                                          
behind it                                                                       
and when i just pick up an english                                              
christian commentary                                                            
you know i'm getting this much when                                             
there is this much                                                              
so i just as well go into that now they                                         
had their problems                                                              
in commentary just like we have our                                             



problems in commentary                                                          
so i've got to use some some uh uh                                              
you know questioning the assumptions but                                        
it's it's interesting to go to let's                                            
just uh see briefly here                                                        
uh okay they they asked rick question                                           
right there how old was he really was he                                        
eight or eighteen                                                               
uh excellent question that's that's what                                        
i always say excellent question i have                                          
no idea                                                                         
moving on let's see if they have an idea                                        
excellent question commentators on these                                        
verses explain that jehoiachin was in                                           
fact                                                                            
crowned twice shortly after jehoiachin's                                        
father jehoiah kim                                                              
he began to reign he or the king of                                             
egypt crowned his eight-year-old son                                            
as the heir to the throne to ensure that                                        
jehoiachin                                                                      
would become king after him jehoiakim                                           
himself had to rest the throne with the                                         
help of the king of egypt from his                                              
younger brother jehovah has                                                     
as a result joha kim wanted to ensure                                           
that his firstborn would be firmly                                              
esconced                                                                        
uh on the throne before his own death                                           
when jehoiachin was 18                                                          
jehoiah kim died and joha chin in fact                                          
took the throne                                                                 
for further reading of the king's                                               
mention there now                                                               
that sounds like a pretty reasonable uh                                         
response to me                                                                  
and i would suspect if you're really                                            
doing some homework and you really want                                         
to know something you really want to be                                         
able to stand and say                                                           
boom this is for sure i would take that                                         
chabad                                                                          
article c-h-a-a-b c-h-b-a-d                                                     
c-h-a-b-a-d c-h-a-b-a-d i'll get it                                             
dot org not chabad                                                              
khabad uh                                                                       
and uh look at that particular                                                  
article on how old was joe chin and then                                        
if you really want to be sure then i                                            
would take some of the                                                          
things they claim right here which they                                         
don't have                                                                      
uh any kind of reference point uh uh                                            
except they do right here see                                                   
commentaries of radak and                                                       
i'll be i'd i'd look them up you might                                          
even be able to find them                                                       
here yeah if you uh hover over that                                             
gives you a little um                                                           
uh 13 13th century grammarian                                                   
and author of one of the foremost                                               
biblical commentaries                                                           



uh you know again                                                               
there's so much out there that we                                               
haven't even begun to read you know is                                          
radak this 13th century grammarian                                              
any good i don't know but i like the                                            
fact that a grammarian                                                          
is a commentary commentator that's kind                                         
of what i do is a lot of                                                        
uh you know grammatical uh                                                      
look on that so uh appreciate uh that we                                        
dug into it uh perhaps found a little                                           
bit                                                                             
of help right there also from pastor                                            
rick could you define                                                           
marxism and give a pauline argument                                             
against                                                                         
marxism well yes i could with                                                   
a little bit of work i could do it just                                         
marvelously off the cuff                                                        
let's uh see if i can do it marvelously                                         
um and uh                                                                       
you know i would                                                                
first of all take the uh                                                        
principles of marxism let's see uh he                                           
had                                                                             
uh a number of principles see if i can                                          
find uh                                                                         
these and                                                                       
um just a listing                                                               
of them um                                                                      
okay this i'm not sure at                                                       
all about uh this website i don't know                                          
if it's pro marxist or not                                                      
uh but here is a                                                                
an introduction to the main tenets                                              
that's what i want to know the                                                  
principles of the tenants of marxism                                            
by the french group um it looks like uh                                         
these uh social                                                                 
critics uh now i don't know if that                                             
group is uh                                                                     
pro marxist or not um but basic                                                 
principles                                                                      
opposition to an economic system based                                          
on                                                                              
inequality and the alienation and                                               
exploitation of the majority                                                    
that is so much at the heart of marxism                                         
is that there is an alienated                                                   
class that has been exploited                                                   
therefore uh why does                                                           
uh is it uh quaker oats or who owns it                                          
now                                                                             
uh why do they stop                                                             
uh putting aunt jemima on the syrup                                             
bottle ah because                                                               
there's a social class that has been                                            
alienated                                                                       
by the exploiters and                                                           
we don't want to be seen as the                                                 
exploiters                                                                      
this idea you know we use the russian                                           



terms uh or was it french terms i'm not                                         
sure                                                                            
of the uh the the proletariat and the                                           
bourgeois                                                                       
and uh you know that is the uh the the                                          
underclass and the one percenters that                                          
we heard a few years ago                                                        
that is fundamental to marxism                                                  
this idea that the workers of the world                                         
need to unite because they have been                                            
exploited by                                                                    
a few i am pretty convinced that first                                          
of all                                                                          
that is not that idea                                                           
is not a part of western civilization                                           
the idea that uh you know this little                                           
group has been exploited                                                        
western civilization is built upon                                              
you're a big boy                                                                
put your pants on pull up your                                                  
bootstraps                                                                      
get out there and get the shovel and dig                                        
the ditch                                                                       
quit whining you want me to give you                                            
something to cry about                                                          
that's western civilization that's what                                         
you grew up with                                                                
that's what our society grew up with                                            
that uh said you know somebody                                                  
might have done something bad to                                                
somebody                                                                        
back in the past read about it in a                                             
history book                                                                    
now get up and get to work that's                                               
western civilization                                                            
marxism however is not just an economic                                         
policy marxism is a social policy                                               
and it is that social policy which says                                         
the elite have exploited the masses                                             
and the masses need to rise up                                                  
against the elite now here's one of the                                         
biggest problems by the way if you're a                                         
dumb evangelical preacher promoting                                             
marxism is that                                                                 
they view you as the elite and uh                                               
and it does not matter how low                                                  
you bowed down how many african scarves                                         
you put on                                                                      
what you uh would take off the syrup                                            
bottle                                                                          
a few weeks of weeks weeks or months ago                                        
wasn't it took the little uh                                                    
indian princess off the butter you know                                         
we can't have this                                                              
because it just reminds us that butter                                          
buyers have                                                                     
been exploiting rape and pillage                                                
uh for you know hundreds of years and we                                        
can't be a part of that anymore                                                 
that'll just change their name by the                                           
whose land was that                                                             
and who owns it now just give away the                                          



company don't just take the princess off                                        
there                                                                           
give away the company they're not going                                         
to do that                                                                      
uh because it's just uh virtue signaling                                        
taking a little indian princess off                                             
there taking an edge of mine                                                    
by the way if you have it's going around                                        
social media but check nancy green i                                            
think her name is that was the real aunt                                        
jemima                                                                          
look at her story if you want but anyway                                        
on marxism                                                                      
that is fundamental that is                                                     
marxist thinking that is where it                                               
starts not even the socialism part of it                                        
it                                                                              
starts with an exploited mass                                                   
of people versus the elite                                                      
whom you should defund um                                                       
let's just read this little paragraph                                           
right here for the transformation of                                            
society marxism considers that a                                                
revolutionary process                                                           
that will lead to a society based on                                            
cooperation                                                                     
and the free distribution of goods and                                          
provision of services                                                           
is necessary that is to say you've got                                          
to                                                                              
empower the masses against the elite                                            
so that the masses can have all the                                             
stuff                                                                           
of the elite and the only way this is                                           
ever going to happen                                                            
is a revolution therefore                                                       
you we should say marxism not only this                                         
principle                                                                       
of uh exploitation but                                                          
the principle of revolution marxism                                             
is revolutionary that's why i got kicked                                        
off facebook a few weeks ago because i                                          
uh basically said it's interaction                                              
insurrection it is revolutionary what                                           
this                                                                            
all these marxist moves it doesn't have                                         
to do with anything about                                                       
anybody's life mattering it has to do                                           
with this social agenda to                                                      
overturn our government literally                                               
not just overturn our society but to                                            
overturn                                                                        
our government that's what marxism does                                         
it's revolutionary okay uh let's see                                            
another                                                                         
principle they have is the emancipation                                         
of workers which has to be the task                                             
of the workers themselves you remember                                          
the great slogan of uh marxism                                                  
workers of the world unite and uh                                               
this is what they try to do another uh                                          
principle is internationalism                                                   



basically uh that's the uh exploitation                                         
of peoples on a                                                                 
on a on a global scale globalism is the                                         
same thing as internationalism by the                                           
way                                                                             
uh another principle the knowledge and                                          
analysis of history                                                             
uh now you know i think more on the                                             
analysis uh the materialist conception                                          
of history that is their own view of                                            
history                                                                         
the recognition of the existence of                                             
social classes that divide men that kind                                        
of goes uh                                                                      
up uh with what we have said so                                                 
uh there's this uh you know day-to-day                                          
class struggle that they want to bring                                          
to the top                                                                      
and reorganize that out of society uh                                           
the free                                                                        
exercise of the critical spirit doubt                                           
everything um now                                                               
i might add that uh we do that better                                           
here the the their doubt everything                                             
is uh is skewed uh                                                              
the communist manifesto is a little book                                        
by karl marx it doesn't take long to                                            
read you can just google it and read it                                         
for free                                                                        
it's uh it's it's interesting reading                                           
uh and it goes through the principles in                                        
a kind of enumerated way which is uh                                            
very good now                                                                   
could you define marxism there's that                                           
part of the question let's go to the                                            
second part of the question                                                     
and give a pauline argument against                                             
marxism my pauline argument would be                                            
this                                                                            
that pauline theology                                                           
is individual not societal                                                      
paul his entire ministry                                                        
was one of dealing with the individual                                          
and he actually left a gospel                                                   
that dealt with the nation don't                                                
construe that in any way to say i'm                                             
saying peter was a marxist uh but uh                                            
peter was dealing with a nation paul                                            
says                                                                            
i'm going to deal with the individual                                           
there really is no such thing this maybe                                        
i'm saying this uh incorrectly but there                                        
really is no such thing                                                         
as individual marxism marxism                                                   
is collectivism uh marxism                                                      
is societal global international                                                
groupism and there there's really no                                            
place for the individual and paul                                               
very much has a place for the individual                                        
place for the freedom of will                                                   
place for the conscience so pauline                                             
theology                                                                        



really is just at odds from the                                                 
beginning                                                                       
with the principles of marxism and                                              
pauline theology then i think would uh                                          
say uh we don't                                                                 
do does paul even deal with the group                                           
with the national problem doesn't look                                          
like it to me                                                                   
uh if if so it's incidental what he                                             
deals with                                                                      
is hey rick here's what you need to do                                          
here's your issue here's your problem                                           
let's see how we can help you                                                   
and very much on an individual level                                            
which is what western society again was                                         
built built on so i think the pauline                                           
argument against marxism                                                        
really has to do with collectivism and                                          
uh paul doesn't teach                                                           
a collective theology and therefore                                             
what he teaches is going to be                                                  
anti-marxist                                                                    
excellent question i appreciate that                                            
uh through there um                                                             
let's see um                                                                    
uh nicholas i'm gonna come back to your                                         
and um try to have a a good sufficient                                          
answer for you                                                                  
uh let's do a follow-up from dr                                                 
tom here i know first peter was                                                 
apparently addressed                                                            
to the jewish saints however can we                                             
apply these awesome verses to                                                   
the body of christ this is the follow-up                                        
to the first peter                                                              
passages of course which we had at the                                          
was at the beginning of the program                                             
uh and let's uh                                                                 
let's look at uh some of this                                                   
and see if we can apply it to the body                                          
of christ i think we're going to get                                            
ourselves in trouble if we do                                                   
i think we can only incidentally                                                
secondarily                                                                     
apply it to the body of christ the                                              
elders i exhort you                                                             
i backed up a little bit a witness                                              
partaker the glory that shall be                                                
revealed to feed the flock of god this                                          
is what the elders are supposed to do                                           
uh the flock that's that's a                                                    
very jewish terminology there i think it                                        
always refers                                                                   
to the church there uh here again is                                            
speaking about elders and not filthy                                            
lucre and not being lords                                                       
lords over god's heritage once again                                            
that's the nation of israel                                                     
is his heritage uh being in samples for                                         
the flock and                                                                   
by the way the word in samples uh brian                                         
ross's little book the king james bible                                         



in america                                                                      
has a great little section on in samples                                        
and examples                                                                    
uh i ought to check that uh book out                                            
there likewise younger submit to the                                            
elders it goes through this humble                                              
yourselves                                                                      
uh this is where we picked up uh here                                           
humble                                                                          
your selves uh                                                                  
again both of those that's all in the                                           
plural um                                                                       
and so i think he's just                                                        
telling the group to do that now here's                                         
i do think here's the case okay                                                 
if we want to apply these verses i would                                        
say first of all                                                                
uh be careful with                                                              
wanting to have an application                                                  
that we do want to have an application                                          
but we want to have an application                                              
because the world has                                                           
told the evangelical world has told the                                         
people out there in the pew                                                     
that they should expect some application                                        
before they leave today                                                         
i think we have to retrain them we have                                         
to retrain them to say                                                          
the application is the knowledge of the                                         
word of god                                                                     
uh if we're not careful we can create                                           
application that's not exactly there                                            
now i still do and i'm sure you do and                                          
uh just about other past every other                                            
pastor does and we need to be very                                              
careful doing it but i still do                                                 
uh come to even our series on the book                                          
of revelation and from time to time i'll                                        
apply that                                                                      
incidentally to today i want to be                                              
careful doing that                                                              
because that can distract                                                       
from what the passage actually says                                             
uh because we want to just take                                                 
something home                                                                  
for ourselves and                                                               
what i want to foster in my congregation                                        
is                                                                              
the love of taking home the knowledge                                           
for themselves                                                                  
so i would be hesitant to say                                                   
now what about you but i might do it                                            
you've heard me do it from time to time                                         
if i were to do it on this passage i                                            
would probably do something like this                                           
i'd probably say now the nation was to                                          
humble themselves uh before the mighty                                          
hand of god                                                                     
um that was the instruction to the                                              
nation what about you                                                           
if it was good for israel good for you                                          
well maybe you and i                                                            



ought to um check out randy white's                                             
study on                                                                        
ezekiel and session number one and see                                          
the the mighty nature of god                                                    
and not be too arrogant let's humble                                            
ourselves before the mighty hand of god                                         
if it was good for them                                                         
it's good for us i don't have a problem                                         
with that i just don't want                                                     
the sermon to be about you know today                                           
i'm preaching about humility the lord                                           
says humble yourselves therefore unto                                           
the mighty hand of god and                                                      
everything goes into that application                                           
that i have built                                                               
i want the sermon to be today peter had                                         
a message                                                                       
to the nation of israel asking the                                              
nation to humble themselves i probably                                          
by the way                                                                      
would tie in the beatitude that says                                            
blessed are the meek for they shall                                             
inherit the earth                                                               
and and peter was telling the nation                                            
look nation                                                                     
when we become the meek guess what                                              
he's going to deliver the kingdom we're                                         
going to inherit the earth the literal                                          
dirt of the earth we are going to                                               
inherit it                                                                      
and i would tie those things together to                                        
give biblical knowledge rather than                                             
um the uh uh the the                                                            
the kind of application same with verse                                         
seven casting                                                                   
all your care on him for he careth                                              
for you now uh here's the problem                                               
with trying to make an application for                                          
that                                                                            
i can in a general sense say                                                    
we need to cast all our care on him for                                         
he careth for you                                                               
but on an individual basis if                                                   
i'm sitting with uh uh                                                          
john jacob jingle ammo schmidt and                                              
and if i in counseling him just say                                             
well john jacob jinkleimer schmidt cast                                         
all your cares upon him he cares for you                                        
when what i really need to say is quit                                          
acting like that                                                                
quit doing that and start doing                                                 
this so                                                                         
that can be sort of this pastoral kind                                          
of                                                                              
put the monkey on someone else's back                                           
just teaching them you                                                          
cast all your cares upon him well what                                          
are your cares                                                                  
that's what i need to know this is what                                         
the nation of israel was supposed to do                                         
but i need to know what john jacob                                              
jenkiner schmidt's                                                              



cares are maybe he's saying                                                     
every month i'm 50 short                                                        
okay i can say well cast all your cares                                         
upon him for he careth for you                                                  
or i can say let's look at your budget                                          
or i can say                                                                    
guess what i saw a help wanted ad                                               
they're looking for someone for                                                 
two hours each evening to go and clean                                          
the gymnasium                                                                   
uh that would more than make that up and                                        
you'd have a little extra                                                       
randywhiteministries.org the donation                                           
button                                                                          
uh so i can                                                                     
by trying to give them some application                                         
that i have to generalize                                                       
i can actually mess up on it uh be sober                                        
well that's that's probably a good one                                          
uh be vigilant it's obviously not really                                        
talking about anything                                                          
about uh uh alcohol there but uh be                                             
sober that way too                                                              
uh be vigilant uh you know is the devil                                         
still roaring like a                                                            
walking about you know seeking whom you                                         
may devour i suppose he is and so we                                            
need to be sober we need to be                                                  
i mean we can apply that the god of all                                         
grace who's                                                                     
called us into his eternal glory you                                            
know i think                                                                    
all of this verse here which is so                                              
beautiful                                                                       
but all of that verse there is so much                                          
to                                                                              
israel that the only thing we can do is                                         
the god of all grace or may the god of                                          
all grace establish strengthen and                                              
settle you                                                                      
well i hope he does that for dr tom i                                           
hope he does it for me                                                          
but we have to take out the after that                                          
you've suffered a little while                                                  
the god of all grace wants you to suffer                                        
a little while and then he'll establish                                         
strengthen and settle you                                                       
by the way that word establish brian                                            
ross                                                                            
has that word in his book the king james                                        
bible in america                                                                
um appreciate that                                                              
uh okay let's uh                                                                
go to keith and deb and                                                         
the question from the ozarks which                                              
flavor of evangelicals are the ones that                                        
keep a bible                                                                    
in the back windows of their cars uh                                            
it actually depends you have to look to                                         
see                                                                             
if it's the message the esv                                                     
but obviously a little bit of humor                                             



there                                                                           
uh it may actually be the                                                       
fundamentalists um                                                              
and uh that's uh                                                                
because                                                                         
there's a probably a few of them that                                           
just really want to look good                                                   
and so they put it up there uh but                                              
there's probably                                                                
there's there's probably some                                                   
fundamentalists and there's probably                                            
some                                                                            
uh um calvinists                                                                
very committed calvinists these two have                                        
nothing to do with each other                                                   
except that they take their faith very                                          
seriously and for that i would thank                                            
them                                                                            
and probably                                                                    
they especially take it seriously on the                                        
surface level                                                                   
because they take their bible they're                                           
going to church                                                                 
afterwards they set it up there and                                             
it'll be there when they need it next                                           
sunday and they haven't                                                         
really used it and that has become their                                        
habit                                                                           
that uh could be the case or maybe                                              
they're just trying to advertise                                                
in my opinion a bible's too expensive to                                        
leave in the back window of a car                                               
i don't think you should leave your kids                                        
your pets or your bibles                                                        
in the car um if you uh                                                         
take uh good care of uh your bible like                                         
this one it'll last you                                                         
this one's i don't know 35 years old uh                                         
granted it's not been my everyday use                                           
bible                                                                           
and i do like the size of it uh but i                                           
gotta get some of those uh                                                      
two dollar spectacles uh in order to                                            
read                                                                            
that little bible right there but i had                                         
to do that for the big bible too                                                
so uh uh let's                                                                  
uh go to uh biv and                                                             
uh bev says why is it inappropriate                                             
and tone deaf to say all lives matter                                           
in response to the current black lives                                          
matter                                                                          
why do protests often turn violent                                              
um uh are those are those signs of                                              
apostasy okay uh                                                                
let's take that first part of the                                               
question especially why is it                                                   
inappropriate                                                                   
and tone deaf to say all lives matter                                           
that would be a welcome um                                                      
response yes black lives matter because                                         
all lives matter you would think that                                           



would be appropriate                                                            
but that's not appropriate that's                                               
considered                                                                      
tone death but which tone                                                       
is it deaf to                                                                   
marxism if you say                                                              
all lives matter you                                                            
are implicitly denying                                                          
the exploited class of people                                                   
therefore you must be one of the                                                
exploiters                                                                      
and uh uh                                                                       
therefore you you cannot say anything                                           
that would even get over into the shade                                         
of uh messing with their marxist agenda                                         
that's what it's really tone deaf too                                           
all lives matter is                                                             
saying that uh all lives matter                                                 
basically says                                                                  
i deal with individuals uh black lives                                          
matter                                                                          
says we deal with the class of people                                           
they're                                                                         
not even necessarily black by the way                                           
they're they're the oppressed                                                   
group uh whether it's lgbt                                                      
qrst uh or                                                                      
uh native americans or uh                                                       
you know what whatever not jews uh                                              
but it's it's the class of the exploited                                        
in under marxism under marxism what                                             
matters is that the workers of the world                                        
which is the exploited of the world                                             
they unite in order to bring about a                                            
revolution                                                                      
that's why these protests uh often turn                                         
violent                                                                         
they can talk all they want about we're                                         
having a peaceful protest                                                       
but honestly they do not the the the                                            
organizers behind it                                                            
do not want a peaceful protest                                                  
they want it to erupt into uh                                                   
violence and someday it will by the way                                         
they're going to keep working on it                                             
and uh someday it'll all boil over                                              
and america will become marxist probably                                        
and i mean unless we have                                                       
some great uh revival of western                                                
civilization                                                                    
we're headed down that path and it will                                         
turn                                                                            
violent our country will fall uh                                                
it might and probably will still be                                             
called the united states of america                                             
might not even have the same flag i                                             
wouldn't be surprised if uh the flag is                                         
removed you know britain has kind of                                            
fallen                                                                          
for the most part but they still got the                                        
same building they still got the same                                           
flag i think that might be different in                                         



america                                                                         
i think that uh in our lifetime we could                                        
see the time when there                                                         
is not the stars and stripes anymore                                            
it's painful to even think about isn't                                          
it                                                                              
i think in our lifetime we could see the                                        
day when                                                                        
the washington monument comes down when                                         
the jefferson monument comes down                                               
probably even amazingly so                                                      
when the lincoln monument comes down now                                        
when you take that                                                              
down even if you keep the white house in                                        
the capitol building                                                            
uh when you take that down that                                                 
fundamentally changes                                                           
washington dc and fundamentally changes                                         
our society                                                                     
probably mount rushmore comes down why                                          
because these                                                                   
are the exploiters                                                              
and we've got to get rid of it and that                                         
is what they want to see happen                                                 
will there be a columbus ohio i read a                                          
little article                                                                  
actually i read a headline about that                                           
this morning uh will columbus                                                   
ohio have to change its name because he                                         
was one of the exploiters                                                       
the facts don't matter whether or not                                           
christopher columbus exploited people                                           
did that guy exploit people it doesn't                                          
matter you can study his life                                                   
you could give all the all the facts and                                        
the truths about his life and                                                   
what he did for the uh the natives that                                         
he found when he came over to the east                                          
indies                                                                          
you can have all the facts in the world                                         
and it                                                                          
absolutely doesn't matter because john                                          
roberts is the chief                                                            
justice of the supreme court uh okay                                            
uh let's see how do i get uh so many uh                                         
questions here on this friday i'm glad                                          
to have him we're just gonna                                                    
take him and answer them uh and                                                 
i think linda has a birthday coming up                                          
her 29th                                                                        
happy birthday linda do you consider                                            
chuck smith an evan jellyfish                                                   
is there anything good about the the                                            
half of                                                                         
the cc the uh uh calvary chapel that did                                        
not                                                                             
go on the brian borderson side as as if                                         
you                                                                             
some of you know and some of you know                                           
much better than i do that there has                                            
been kind of a split within the calvary                                         
chapel                                                                          



uh to kind of uh the evangelical side                                           
uh even more so than calvary chapel                                             
already was                                                                     
uh now chuck smith the founder of uh                                            
of calvary chapel he was                                                        
he was an evangelical before the                                                
evangelicals became                                                             
evangelii coles                                                                 
uh there used to be it was                                                      
always uh the the problems of                                                   
evangelicalism were baked into the cake                                         
so there were always some problems with                                         
ecumenicalism and some of the other                                             
things that uh were involved there                                              
uh but chuck smith                                                              
did uh believe                                                                  
in the verse by verse literal teaching                                          
of the word                                                                     
he did not always divide it                                                     
like i would have and therefore he                                              
didn't do it right                                                              
he didn't always rightly divide and                                             
that's why there                                                                
was always at least the allowance for                                           
charismatic theology within the                                                 
calvary chapels though they were never                                          
uh expressive                                                                   
in their charismatic theology but again                                         
some of that was just baked into the                                            
cake                                                                            
and that did come from evangelicalism                                           
and had uh had he come                                                          
to uh a more fundamental position                                               
i think things probably could have been                                         
much different for the calvary chapel                                           
than it was but you know evangelicalism                                         
really took the poison pill somewhere                                           
uh 15 years ago maybe and chuck smith's                                         
probably been                                                                   
gone that long uh so he was of the day                                          
when he would have stood with                                                   
really honestly probably would have                                             
aligned with men                                                                
even like uh adrian rogers or jerry                                             
falwell                                                                         
the senior jerry vines though they took                                         
a little different approach to ministry                                         
than he did it                                                                  
would have been all there and they would                                        
have been considered evangelicalism                                             
evangelicals almost even more than                                              
fundamentalists there as                                                        
uh well uh is there anything good                                               
about the half of the uh calvary chapel                                         
that didn't go on the brian borderson                                           
side yeah                                                                       
i there is uh in                                                                
in some communities                                                             
those churches are very strong                                                  
pre-trib pre-mill bible teaching                                                
churches                                                                        
i wouldn't necessarily call them                                                



dispensational but they have a                                                  
dispensational                                                                  
eschatology                                                                     
and those are the churches that tend                                            
to the old style calvary chapel                                                 
they tend to uh                                                                 
be the places where you could go and                                            
have a verse by verse bible study                                               
and where that would be honored to have                                         
a verse by verse bible study                                                    
i think all of that is going to slowly                                          
diminish                                                                        
and it'll come to the place where none                                          
of that exists anymore except on a few                                          
individual basis                                                                
um but i would also say then within                                             
cal the calvary chapel movement there as                                        
i mentioned baked into the cake                                                 
there are a few problems baked into the                                         
cake one is                                                                     
they're uh not dividing out                                                     
pauline truth and therefore they're                                             
mixing some things not dividing out the                                         
kingdom from                                                                    
the church and therefore they've got                                            
charismatic issues uh that are                                                  
kind of down there simmering and will                                           
pop up one of these days probably                                               
uh in addition to that they've got uh                                           
some holiness doctrine that comes from                                          
their wesleyan roots                                                            
way back there through the methodist                                            
church and the                                                                  
wesleyan movement some of that's in                                             
there that affects their                                                        
doctrine of uh christian living                                                 
and yet all of that was really                                                  
in chuck smith's day it was so far down                                         
under the surface                                                               
that uh you could have done a lot worse                                         
than go to a chuck smith-style calvary                                          
chapel                                                                          
uh and a lot of people did do a lot                                             
worse they went to the                                                          
first baptist church uh of their town                                           
instead of the calvary chapel                                                   
uh thanks i hope i                                                              
analyzed that correctly                                                         
and let's go to uh jim and piedmont do                                          
you think                                                                       
marx being jewish had an influence on                                           
his socialist politics                                                          
uh i think                                                                      
probably you know the jewish people                                             
the modern jewish people which are                                              
connected to the ancient                                                        
jewish people i don't want to imply that                                        
they're not but their modern experience                                         
was europe                                                                      
and eastern europe especially and                                               
uh the uh                                                                       
the the intellectualism of eastern                                              



europe and the social views of eastern                                          
europe                                                                          
were very much a part of who they were                                          
and of course mark's coming through that                                        
and you know that                                                               
when israel was established in 1948 the                                         
the core of the establishment of the                                            
uh of the society was the kibbutz                                               
and of course the kibbutz was socialist                                         
now i would have to say they were                                               
socialists                                                                      
almost by necessity and                                                         
as soon as the necessity went away they                                         
and so jews today                                                               
in israel are                                                                   
i would say to the right of the scale of                                        
socialism                                                                       
they are much more capitalists than they                                        
are socialists                                                                  
uh but that's that's on a continuum and                                         
you know it would depend on where you                                           
are and where uh uh you know                                                    
most of us it's all to the left uh                                              
from where we are but on a worldwide                                            
scale the nation of israel is probably                                          
more to the right as it                                                         
relates to israel but i                                                         
think probably some of that did now                                             
again                                                                           
the kingdom is socialist                                                        
so if a jew just like an evangelical                                            
gets this mixed up but if a jew                                                 
reads the kingdom and thinks they can                                           
establish it without                                                            
a removal of the curse that is without a                                        
messiah                                                                         
then you get marks and that may be where                                        
he come it would be interesting to study                                        
his religious journey                                                           
and was he basically trying to establish                                        
the kingdom                                                                     
on earth looks like it but                                                      
was that his uh religious viewpoint or                                          
not it's                                                                        
uh hard to uh uh carry that                                                     
out there um                                                                    
and uh bring that in let's see i'm gonna                                        
take the last question of the day                                               
and uh nicholas i am going to get back                                          
to yours but i got to do some study on                                          
it                                                                              
uh and uh from                                                                  
arizona dan good to see you first uh                                            
peter chapter                                                                   
uh                                                                              
says confuses me so what do you want to                                         
confuse all of us                                                               
let's see what we can do with first                                             
peter chapter four verse six for this                                           
cause was the gospel preached also to                                           
them that are dead                                                              
that they might be judged according to                                          



men                                                                             
in the flesh but live according to                                              
god in the spirit but the end of all                                            
things is a hand                                                                
be vigilant um let's back up a verse or                                         
two                                                                             
uh and in time the times past                                                   
of our life or of                                                               
life life singular the times                                                    
past of life may suffice                                                        
us the uh the jewish nation                                                     
to have wrought the will of the gentiles                                        
when we                                                                         
walked we the jewish nation walked in                                           
lasciviousness lusts                                                            
excess of wine revelings banquetings                                            
abominable idolatries                                                           
wherein they the gentiles think it's                                            
strange                                                                         
that ye uh we would want to check                                               
why is there an us and why is there a ye                                        
uh                                                                              
think it's strange that ye run not                                              
with them to the same excess of riot                                            
speaking evil of you okay this uh maybe                                         
uh                                                                              
specifically those that he is writing to                                        
the part of                                                                     
what's sometimes called peter's little                                          
flock the gentiles think it's strange                                           
that you don't do it because some of our                                        
ancestors did it perhaps                                                        
what he's saying now who shall give an                                          
account                                                                         
uh that is those who shall give an                                              
account now the question is                                                     
is this the gentiles that will give an                                          
account the gentiles that think it's                                            
strange that                                                                    
uh we peter's little flock don't do                                             
these things                                                                    
or is it uh the past way                                                        
of our jewish life where we were walking                                        
in sin                                                                          
uh is it those forefathers of ours who                                          
shall give account to him that is ready                                         
to                                                                              
judge the quick of the dead we would                                            
have to determine who's going to give an                                        
account there                                                                   
for this cause was the gospel preached                                          
i'm going to assume he's talking about                                          
the kingdom gospel                                                              
the gospel was preached unto them that                                          
are dead that they might be judged                                              
according to men okay                                                           
uh again this is a quick run on this but                                        
i think what i'm going to                                                       
do with it is say those who will give an                                        
account                                                                         
actually is the time past of our                                                
jewish life jews that walked in                                                 



lasciviousness lust                                                             
excess of wine revelings banquetings                                            
abominable idolatries                                                           
shame on them they walked in that they                                          
will give an account of him that is                                             
ready to judge the quick and the dead                                           
the living and the dead                                                         
and for this cause because there's a                                            
judgment                                                                        
the gospel of the kingdom uh was                                                
what was also was was the gospel                                                
preached                                                                        
also to them that are                                                           
dead now i think that what that says we                                         
could easily misinterpret that i think                                          
this says                                                                       
those that are dead those jews that were                                        
living like that                                                                
back in that day they had the gospel                                            
preached to them the gospel the peter                                           
gospel the kingdom gospel                                                       
it was preached to them and so they had                                         
absolutely no excuse they                                                       
knew that they were that the messiah was                                        
going to come that there was going to be                                        
a judgment                                                                      
i mean zechariah was teaching that uh                                           
and so                                                                          
they they knew that god was going to                                            
come and they were going                                                        
and he was going to judge the quick and                                         
the dead and the gospel was preached                                            
also to them that are dead                                                      
was preached to them that are now                                               
dead now that doesn't say that somebody                                         
went                                                                            
to the place of the dead to teach the                                           
gospel or preach the gospel                                                     
to those who were then at that time                                             
dead i don't think there's anything in                                          
the scripture that                                                              
gives that hint other than of course if                                         
you bring in the                                                                
idea of uh preaching to the spirits in                                          
prison which i don't think this relates                                         
to                                                                              
uh but what he's saying is hey our                                              
forefathers that live like gentiles                                             
and the gentiles now can't figure out                                           
why we're not joining him                                                       
our forefathers they knew that there was                                        
a payday coming                                                                 
and uh they heard this same thing                                               
they will uh go to judgment and                                                 
uh they will therefore                                                          
uh be judged not according to men in the                                        
flesh                                                                           
but they will live according to god in                                          
the spirit the judgment is based upon                                           
the gospel there i think uh                                                     
is what that is saying again let's put                                          
first peter on the docket for one of                                            



these days i'm booked up for just a                                             
little while but uh                                                             
uh put that up there and begin to                                               
take all of that out uh                                                         
and uh see that um                                                              
and uh let's see                                                                
uh ah donna says uh she's a new                                                 
subscriber to the epic times so far                                             
i like it excellent uh                                                          
then paul says check out who publishes                                          
the epic times                                                                  
um i don't know who publishes the epic                                          
times let's see about us perhaps                                                
um and                                                                          
uh it says let's see uh dedicated to                                            
tooth roll reporting we are free from                                           
the influence of any government                                                 
corporation or political party                                                  
uh our goal is to bring accurate                                                
information                                                                     
so readers can form their own opinions                                          
we don't follow the unhealthy trend of                                          
agenda-driven                                                                   
journalism instead we principle our                                             
we use the principles of truth and                                              
tradition                                                                       
as our guiding light i just want to know                                        
what tradition that would                                                       
be good to know but let's see founded in                                        
the year 2000 in response to                                                    
communist oppression and censorship in                                          
china                                                                           
our founders chinese americans who                                              
themselves had fled communism                                                   
sought to create an independent media to                                        
bring the world                                                                 
uncensored and untruthful information                                           
um so uh that uh                                                                
you know i think the one thing that                                             
would be interesting                                                            
and uh donna and others can uh keep an                                          
eye on this and check on it                                                     
uh the chinese americans who fled                                               
communism uh                                                                    
sounds like got the right chinese here                                          
but probably should make sure there's                                           
not a chinese influence                                                         
that we don't want to have or a chinese                                         
world view that somehow                                                         
comes uh into all that i like the other                                         
things that they                                                                
say there well i am uh                                                          
out of uh time and it is time to go                                             
sunday i'll teach the book of acts at 9                                         
45                                                                              
and then about 11 o'clock we'll come on                                         
for our sermon                                                                  
in the book of revelation and we'll look                                        
forward to uh seeing you                                                        
and uh to uh being a part of uh                                                 
all of that and uh blessing to have you                                         
today on ask the theologian                                                     



and we'll see you at                                                            
randywhiteministries.org                                                        
thanks to those of you click the donate                                         
button every now and then did you get                                           
uh while i'm uh playing the music                                               
already but uh                                                                  
don't forget we've uh got that sale                                             
going on                                                                        
of uh oops wrong button there we go                                             
let's see i'll come back there we go uh                                         
well there's the john nelson darby                                              
academy too but the weekly special ever                                         
reforming you can go to                                                         
dispensationalpublishing.com just click                                         
that right there it's on sale                                                   
through monday for 13.95                                                        
just click the add to cart button dr uh                                         
andy woods is the book there it's been a                                        
delight and a joy to have you today on                                          
ask the theologian i'm dr randy white                                           
randy whiteministries.org                                                       
sign up to go to branson labor day sign                                         
up to go to israel                                                              
and buy a book and question the                                                 
assumptions                                                                     
and that's about all i have time to say                                         
today i look forward to seeing you soon                                         
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


